
Home Surveillance Solutions from
Dialog Smart Home 

Dialog introduced a range of surveillance solutions, including indoor and outdoor
cameras, to fully comprehensive CCTV solutions that can help make your home
safer. The assortment of smart indoor and outdoor surveillance solutions will not
require an intrusive installation process. Especially with the range of plug-and-
play devices, you need to connect your smart surveillance device to a power
source  and  start  using  it  immediately.  It’s  that  simple.  The  Smart  Doorbell
ensures that your safety matches the modern age. The HD camera features two-
way audio, night vision, a motion detector, cloud recording facilities, and an easily
visible Blue Bell button. You can rest assured that your home is equipped with
one of the best Smart Doorbells on the market. The dedicated mobile app also
notifies you whenever someone is at your door and allows you to see and talk to
visitors via two-way communication facilities. If your front door is equipped with a
Smart Lock, you can unlock your door remotely through the Smart Doorbell. You
can provide up to 20 users with a digital key, so everyone in the family can have
their key. The Smart Baby Monitor is the complete indoor surveillance solution for
those looking for a wide field of view in full high-definition video. With two-way
audio, night vision, and motion detection, keep an eye on your loved ones from
anywhere through your smartphone. 
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The Ranger Outdoor Camera is another brilliant solution Dialog Smart Home
offers through its Smart Surveillance range. The ideal device for your security
needs includes motion detection, 1080P H265 video recording, and smart color
night vision. The device is also weatherproof and facilitates cloud backup, making
it an unmatched choice for homeowners looking to add a layer of security to their
homes. 

Dialog Smart Home, in partnership with Singer, also brings you world-renowned
Dahua CCTV solutions. With the option of purchasing CCTV cameras in bundles of
two, four, six, or eight, customers can choose how they want to cover their home
with CCTV surveillance. The CCTV cameras can capture HD quality footage even
at night and can record, save, and retrieve video footage from up to 30 days prior,
thanks to their 1TB storage. 

Customers  can  also  enjoy  additional  benefits,  such  as  free  delivery  and
installation throughout the island. Dialog Smart Home has made a name for itself
as a one-stop shop for all indoor and outdoor surveillance solutions. 

To purchase any product from the Smart Home surveillance solutions range, visit
dialog.lk/smart-home or any Dialog Experience Center island-wide.


